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TR system uses WWW, which has challenges containing heterogenous data. WWW is a ubiquitous database containing unstructured data, distributed data, and volatile data.

Ranking contains models of Kleinberg Model, which has different search methods. Search methods consist of search engines, hyperlink structure, and web directories.

WebQuery allows visual web browsing.

Problems have centralized architecture and distributed architecture.
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**Key features**

- Component reuse
- Modelled using SSS
- Reduces time and designer effort
- Flexible architecture
- Extensible architecture
- Sub-model reuse
- Model + Metamodel synchronization

**Functionality**

- Has difficulties
- Consist of 5 submodels
- Hard to write without tool
- Number of semantic constraints
- Hard to obtain big picture of DL

**Composed of**

- Streams
- Spaces
- Societies
- Structures
- Scenarios